We study implications of theories with sub-millimeter extra dimensions and M f ∼ (1 − 10 2 ) TeV scale quantum gravity for neutrino physics. In these theories, the left-handed neutrinos as well as other standard model (SM) particles, are localized on a brane embedded in the bulk of large extra space. Mixing of neutrinos with (SM) singlet fermions propagating in the bulk is naturally suppressed by the volume factor M f /M P ∼ 10 −15 , where M P is the Planck mass. Properties of the neutrino oscillations and the resonance conversion to the bulk fermions are considered. We show that the resonance conversion of the electron neutrinos to the light bulk fermions can solve the solar neutrino problem. The signature of the solution is the peculiar distortion of the solar neutrino spectrum. The solution implies that the size of (at least one) extra dimension should be in the range 30 -50 µm irrespective of total number of extra dimensions. The corresponding modification of the Newtonian law is within the range of sensitivity of proposed sub-millimeter experiments, thus, providing a verifiable link between neutrino physics and the gravity measurements.
Introduction
It has been suggested recently [1, 2, 3] that the fundamental scale of quantum gravity, M f , can be as low as few TeV. The observed weakness of gravity is the result of N ( ≥ 2) new space dimensions in which gravity can propagate. 1 The observed Planck scale, M P , is then related to the fundamental scale by
where V N is the volume of the extra space. For definiteness we will assume that the volume has a configuration of torus in which case
and R i (i = 1, 2, ...N) are the radii of extra dimensions.
The phenomenological acceptance requires that N ≥ 2, since for N = 1 the radius would be of the solar system size. For N = 2 and M f ∼ TeV one gets R 1 ∼ R 2 ∼ 1 mm. For larger N the only constraints are
as follows from (1, 2) , and
for all i, where ∼ 1 mm is the threshold above which the Newtonian law should not be changed.
Thus, in theories under consideration it is expected that the Newtonian 1/r law breaks down at the scales smaller than the largest extra dimension: R max . The experimentally most exiting possibility would be if R max ∼ 1 − 10 −2 mm, that is, in the range of sensitivity of proposed experiments [10] . As we will argue in this paper the same range is suggested by neutrino physics, namely, by a solution of the solar neutrino problem based on existence of new dimensions.
Usually it is assumed that all large radii R i are of the same order of magnitude. In such a case N > 2 would be well out of sensitivity of any planned sub-millimeter gravitational measurements. On the other hand, for N = 2 the supernova analysis pushes the lower bound on M f to 30 TeV [3] or even to 50 TeV [11] implying that R < 10µm, which is again beyond the planned experimental sensitivity. However, in the absence of any commonly accepted mechanism for stabilization of large radii 2 , the requirement of their equality is unjustified. In the present paper we will assume that radii may take arbitrary values which satisfy the fixed over-all volume (3) and a phenomenological (4) constraints. In such a case the theory with several extra dimensions still can be subject of sub-millimeter test, while avoiding astrophysical and other laboratory bounds. Note that these bounds are sensitive to the shape of extra dimensions (see below).
We show that under these conditions the high-dimensional solution of solar neutrino puzzle
implies that at least one extra dimension must be within 30 − 50µm range. This observation relies on new high dimension mechanism of neutrino mass generation suggested in [13] which we will briefly recall.
All the standard model particles must be localized on a 3-dimensional hyper-surface ('brane') [6, 7, 8] [1] . In this framework the particles split in two categories:
those that live on the brane, and those which exist everywhere, 'bulk modes'. Graviton belongs to the second category. Besides the graviton there can be additional neutral states propagating in the bulk. In general, the couplings between the brane, ψ brane , and the bulk ψ bulk modes are suppressed by a volume factor:
According to (1) the coupling constant in (5) equals
and it does not depend on number of extra dimensions. It was suggested [13] to use this small model-independent coupling to explain the smallness of the neutrino mass. The left handed neutrino, ν L , heaving weak isospin and hypercharge must reside on the brane. Thus, it can get a naturally small Dirac mass through the mixing with some bulk fermion and the latter can be interpreted as the right-handed neutrino ν R :
Here H is the Higgs doublet and h is the model-dependent Yukawa coupling. After electro weak symmetry breaking the interaction (7) will generate the mixing mass
where v is the VEV of H. For M f ∼ 1 TeV and h = 1 this mass is about 1mm −1 .
Being the bulk state ν R has a whole tower of the Kaluza-Klein (KK) relatives. For N extra dimensions they can be labeled by a set of N integers n 1 , n 2 ...n N (which determine momenta in extra spaces): ν n 1 ,n 2 ...n N R . Masses of these states are given by:
The left handed neutrino couples with all ν nR with the same mixing mass (8) . This mixing is possible due to the spontaneous breaking of the translational invariance in the bulk by the brane.
In this paper we study consequences of mixing of the usual neutrino with bulk fermions.
We consider the neutrino oscillations and the resonance conversion induced by this mixing.
We show that resonance conversion of the electron neutrinos to the bulk states can solve the solar neutrino problem. Moreover, this solution implies R max ∼ 0.1 mm thus giving connection between neutrino physics and sub-millimeter gravity measurements.
Neutrino mixing with the bulk modes. Universality
Let us first assume that extra dimensions have the hierarchy of radii, so that only one extra dimension has radius R in sub-millimeter range and therefore only one tower of corresponding Kaluza-Klein modes is relevant for the low energy neutrino physics. The number and the size of other dimensions will be chosen to satisfy the constraint (3) . (We will also comment on effects of two sub-millimeter dimensions.)
The right handed bulk states, ν iR , form with the left handed components, ν iL , the Dirac mass terms which originate from the quantized internal momenta in extra dimension:
The mass-split is determined by 1/R. According to (7, 8) the bulk states mix with usual left handed neutrino (for definiteness we will consider the electron neutrino ν eL ) by the Dirac type mass terms with universal mass parameter:
where h is the renormalized Yukawa coupling.
Diagonalization of the mass matrix formed by the mass terms (10, 11) in the limit of ξ ≡ m D R ≪ 1 gives (see Appendix) the mixing of neutrino with n th -bulk mode, ν nL :
where
determines mixing with zero bulk mode. The lightest state, ν 0 , has the mass m 0 ≈ m D and others, ν n ,:
In terms of the mass eigenstates the electron neutrino can be written as
where the normalization factor N equals
From the phenomenological point of view the bulk modes (being the singlets of the SM symmetry group) can be considered as sterile neutrinos. Thus we deal with system of mixed electron neutrino and infinite number of sterile neutrinos. According to (15) , the electron neutrino turns out to be the coherent mixture of states with increasing mass and decreasing mixing.
The following comment concerning normalization is in order. The contribution to the normalization N 2 from mass states with n = k, k + 1, .... (starting from number k) can be estimated substituting the sum by integral:
and for k → ∞ we get ∆ k → 0. Thus due to decrease of mixing the effect of heavy states is suppressed.
In real physical processes with energy release Q only low mass part of the state (15) can be produced. The states with n > QR do not appear. This leads to breaking of universality, that is, to difference of normalization of the neutrino states produced in processes with different Q. As follows from (17) the contribution of states with n > QR to the normalization equals
Since Q ≫ 1/R for sub-millimeter scale the deviation from universality is negligible. This
is not true for two extra dimensions of common size [14] (see later). For the same reason a change of kinematics of processes due to emission of states with m n ∼ Q is unobservable. The probability of emission of the heavy states is negligible.
Oscillations and Resonance Conversion
Let us consider the vacuum oscillations of neutrino state produced as ν e (15) to the bulk modes. 3 The state will evolve with time t as
where the phases φ n equal
and E is the energy of neutrinos. The survival probability of ν e ↔ ν e oscillations then equals:
Since φ n ∝ n 2 , the oscillation picture consists of the interference of the infinite number of modes with increasing frequency ∝ n 2 and decreasing amplitude ∝ 1/n 2 . For practical purpose all high frequency modes can be averaged, so that only a few low frequency oscillations can be observed depending on the energy resolution of detector. Using (21) we find the probability averaged over all the modes:P
It differs from two neutrino probability due to presence of infinite number of mixed states. In
In the case when only lowest frequency mode (associated to ν 1 ) is non-averaged, we get from (21) the survival probabilitȳ
According to this equation the depth of oscillations equals
Notice that due to presence of (practically) infinite number of the bulk modes which give just averaged oscillation result, the depth of oscillations of the lowest mode can not be maximal, moreover, the relation between the depth and the average probability differs from standard oscillation case.
Similarly one can find the probability with two non-averaged modes etc..
In medium with constant density the mixing with the different bulk states is modified depending on m 2 k and the potential V which describes the interaction with medium:
Here G F is the Fermi coupling constant, m N is the nucleon mass, Y e and Y n are the numbers of electrons and neutrons per nucleon correspondingly. The mode for which the resonance condition [16] 
is fulfilled (resonance modes) will be enhanced: the effective mixing will be maximal and the oscillations will proceed with large depth. The modes with lower frequencies (masses) will be suppressed; the high frequency modes, m 2 k /E ≫ V , will not be modified.
Let us consider propagation of neutrinos in medium with varying density ρ(r) keeping in mind applications to solar and supernova neutrinos. The energies of bulk states do not depend on density:
whereas for the electron neutrino we have 
For small mixing (ξ ≪ 1 ) the resonance layers for different bulk states (where the transitions, mainly, take place) are well separated:
here ∆ρ nR is the width of the n th -resonance layer. Therefore transformation in each resonance occurs independently and the interference of effects from different resonances can be neglected.
In this case the survival probability ν e → ν e after crossing of k resonances is just the product of the survival probabilities in each resonance:
Moreover, for P i we can take the asymptotic formula which describes transition with initial density being much larger than the resonance density and the final density -much smaller than the resonance density. As the first approximation we can use the Landau-Zenner formula [17] :
where E nR is the resonance energy which corresponds to maximal (initial) density ρ max in the region where neutrinos are produced:
is the adiabaticity parameter [16] and sin 2 2θ n ≈ 4ξ 2 /n 2 . Since m 2 n ∝ n 2 , whereas sin 2 2θ n ∝ 1/n 2 the adiabaticity parameter, κ n ∝ m 2 n sin 2 2θ n , does not depend on n for a given energy. Using this property we can write final expression for the survival probability as
and f (E) is the step-like function
Since high level resonances turn on at higher energies and κ ∝ 1/E, the effect of conversion decreases with increase of the order of the resonance, n. Moreover, since in real situation the density is restricted from above and the energies of neutrinos are in certain range, only finite number of levels is relevant and the largest effect is due to the lowest mass resonance.
Solution of the Solar Neutrino Problem
Let us apply the results of previous section to solution of the solar neutrino problem.
We choose the lowest (non-zero) bulk mass, m 1 = 1/R, in such a way that ∆m 2 = 1/R 2 is in the range of small mixing MSW solution due to conversion to sterile neutrino ν e → ν s [18]:
This corresponds to 1/R = (2 − 3) 10 −3 eV or
Using mass squared difference (38) as well as maximal density and chemical composition of the sun we find from (33)
Thus the pp-neutrinos (E pp < 0.42 MeV) do not undergo resonance conversion: E pp < E 1R (see (35, 37) ), whereas the beryllium neutrinos (E Be = 0.86 MeV) cross the first resonance. The effects of higher resonances lead to additional suppression of the survival probability in comparison with the two neutrino case. Therefore the parameter 4ξ 2 which is equivalent to sin 2 2θ should be smaller. We find that
gives average suppression of the boron neutrino flux required by the SuperKamiokande results.
According to (8) , the value of ξ (41) determines the fundamental scale: regular wave structure with E ∝ n 2 would be an evidence of the extra dimensions. In practice this will be very difficult to realize.
The SuperKamiokande experiment measures the energy spectrum of the recoil electrons from the reaction ν e − ν e [19] .
Integrations over the neutrino energy as well as the electron energy of the survival probability folded with the neutrino cross-section and the electron energy resolution function lead to strong smearing of the distortion in the recoil spectrum. As the result, the electron energy spectrum will have just small positive slope (the larger the energy the weaker suppression) with very weak ( < 2 − 3 %) modulations. It is impossible to observe such a modulations with present statistics.
Notice that relative modulations become stronger if mixing, ξ, is larger than 10 −3 and therefore suppression is stronger. This, however, requires large original boron neutrino flux.
The SNO experiment [20] will have better sensitivity to distortion of the spectrum.
The slope of distortion is substantially smaller than in the case of conversion to one sterile neutrino (see fig. 1 ). In view of smearing effects due to integration over neutrino and electron energies we can approximate the step-like function f (E) in (37) by smooth function f app (E) ≈ E/E 1R . Then the smeared survival probability in the high energy range can be written as
In the case of two large dimensions with R 1 ∼ R Notice that it is impossible to reproduce the large mixing angle MSW solution of the solar neutrino problem [18] in this context. Indeed, for ξ ∼ O(1) and 1/R 2 as in (38) transitions in all low mass resonances are adiabatic, and therefore the survival probability has the form:
(There are smooth transitions in the regions E ∼ E nR .) For a given energy E the probability is determined by conversion in the nearest n th resonance with E nR < E. According to (44) the probability decreases monotonously with energy, in contrast with observations. For instance, if P ∼ 0.5 in the interval E = 0.5 ÷ 2 MeV, then it will be P ∼ 0.2 for E = 2 ÷ 4.5 MeV,
If ξ > 1, for all the modes k with k 2 /(k + 1) < ξ 2 the resonances will be in the antineutrino channels and for k 2 /(k + 1) > ξ 2 in the neutrino channels [23] .
Let us comment on a possibility to explain the solar neutrino problem by the long length vacuum oscillations [21] into bulk modes. The solution implies ∆m 2 ≈ (0.5 − 5) · 10 −10 eV 2 and large (maximal) mixing. This leads to the following estimations A P and the average probabilityP (see (24) , although for large mixing this formula should be corrected).
Solar Neutrinos and Parameters of Extra Dimensions
As follows from previous section, a solution of the solar neutrino problem via resonance conversion to the bulk modes implies that the radius of extra dimension is R = 0.03 − 0.05 mm and the fundamental scale M f > 5 TeV. To satisfy the relation (3) we need to introduce more extra dimensions. Let us assume that another large dimension with radius R ′ exists. From
For M f = 5 TeV two extra dimensions will have the same radius. In this case more bulk states will participate in conversion of solar neutrinos which will lead to absence of the distortion of the spectrum, as we have discussed in sect. 4 .
For M f ≥ 10 TeV the bulk states related to 1/R ′ will not participate in solar neutrino conversion, however they will be relevant for other neutrino processes. Let us consider this in more details. Now the electron neutrino state can be written as
where index n refers to dimension of larger radius R, while k enumerate the bulk states from dimension R ′ . The sum over the states is divided into two parts: the first sum contains the states with k = 0, that is, with small mass split. This part corresponds to one dimensional case discussed in sect. 2 -4 and as we have shown in sect. 3, it does not lead to observable violation of universality. The second sum contains the towers of states with large and/or small mass splits. Its contribution to the normalization of the state equals
We can estimate the sum substituting it by the integral over n and k. Performing first integration over n from 0 to ∞ and then over k from 1 to the number of states which can be produced in the process with energy release Q, (QR ′ ), we find:
The difference of normalizations of the two states produced in processes with energy releases Q 1 and Q 2 gives measure of the universality breaking:
Taking ξ 2 = (2 − 4) · 10 −4 as is implied by the solar neutrino data, Q 1 ∼ 1 MeV and Q 2 ∼ 100
GeV as well as R ′ /R < 0.1 we find ∆ ∼ (2 − 4) · 10 −4 which is below present sensitivity.
Notice, however, that for R ′ ∼ R the violation can be at the level of existing bounds [14] .
For two additional dimensions with radii R 2 and R 3 we find from (3), assuming for simplicity the equality R 2 = R 3 = R ′ , that In the first case the electron neutrino produced as the coherent combination of mass eigenstates oscillates in medium to bulk states. Inelastic collision splits the state into active (ν e ) and to sterile (ν bulk ) parts and after each collision two parts will oscillate independently. Oscillations between two collisions average. Production rate is then the sum of the averaged oscillation effects over collisions. The condition that sterile states do not reach equilibrium puts stringent bound on oscillation parameters [22] .
The masses squared and mixing angles of bulk states (38, 41) implied by solution of the solar neutrino problem satisfy the following relation:
where sin 2 2θ n ≡ 4ξ 4 /n 2 . This "trajectory" in the ∆m 2 − sin 2 2θ -plot lies far outside the region excluded by primordial nucleosynthesis [22] . That is, production of the bulk neutrinos via oscillations is strongly suppressed.
Let us consider incoherent production of the bulk states due to chirality flip. The production rate of an individual bulk neutrino (Γ 1 ) is suppressed relatively to the production rate of the left-handed neutrino (Γ νe ) by the chirality -flip factor
where the temperature T in the denominator comes from the propagator of a primarilyproduced left handed neutrino. The multiplicity of the final bulk states is T R, so that the total bulk neutrino emission rate is suppressed as
now the relation:
Nucleosynthesis bound reads [22] ∆m 2 < 3 · 10 −5 eV 2 sin 4 2θ .
From these two equation we find that about 20 -25 lightest bulk states are in the forbidden region, that is, should be in equilibrium, whereas 1 or at least 2 are allowed. Production of the bulk states via oscillations can be suppressed if there is substantial (∼ 10 −5 ) leptonic asymmetry in the Universe [24] .
Let us finally consider production of gravitons in the stars. The generic reason that saves the bulk gravitons from being ruled out by star cooling is the infrared-softness of the high dimensional gravity. On the language of four-dimensional KK modes this can be visualized as follows. The rate of each individual KK graviton emission in the star is suppressed by the universal volume factor
The number of available final states is ∼ T N V N , so that the over-all rate is suppressed by a factor Γ graviton 
Therefore, some of the radii can be of millimeter size and, thus, can be a subject of direct experimental search in future gravitational measurements [10] .
Conclusions
We have studied consequences of the neutrino mixing with fermions propagating in the bulk, 
Appendix
The mass terms (10) (11) can be written as
whereν L ≡ (ν L , ν 1L , ν 2L ...) and ν R = (ν 0R , ν 1R , ν 2R ...); zero mode ν 0L , decouples 
